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ABSTRACT. The relutivo magnitude of the eorreftion to bo applied for the ourvaturo 
in the study of the radiative transfer problem in the c^srrvaUvc* scattering stellar aiinos- 
j)hore has been calculated. Wick-Chandrasekhar metho(i| f solution for the intogro-diflerential 
o(]uation of transfer has boon employed in the first ap^oximaticn. The results are shown 
in a tabular as well as graphic’ll form.
The problem of transfer o f radiation in the case of extended atmospheres 
of stars in which the curvatures of the layers o f atmospheres has significant 
effect on the transfer problem, has been considered by Kosirev (1934) and 
Chandrasekhar (1934). On the other hand, it is quite well known in the theory 
of radiative transfer that for most stars such as the sun, the atmosphere can 
be considered to be plane parallel. In a recent paper, Barbier (1956) discussed 
the problem for near solar case and established that it is not necessary to con­
sider the atmosphere as spherically symmetrical. The puipose of the present 
note is to examine the magnitude of correction involved in passing from plane 
parallel to the spherically symmetrical case for different values of optical thickness 
o f the stellar atmosphere in the conservative scattering case.
In the present case, the atmosphere chosen is thin, finite and conservative 
scattering. The equation of transfer appropriate to the problem of spherically 
symmetric atmosphere is given by (Radiative Transfer— Chandrasekhar, p. 364)
H f "" I{ry)dii‘ ... (1)
d r  T Ofi J - 1
and appropriate equation for the plane case is given by
dlpz^ir,p) -  (2 )
Here Hr,(i) is the specific inteiu?ity of radiation at a distance r from the centre 
of the star in a direction fi where /i =  cos v, v being the angle between the direc­
tion o f the ray and the outward drawn normal to the atmosphere. Both of
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those equations are solved by the method of Wick-Chandrasekhar in the first 
approximation. Thus Bq. (1) is transformed into the following group of equa­
tions (Radiative Transfer— Chandrasekhar, p. 366):
ar r
i   ^ V ai(3 /ii2-l)/i =  -kpiMiinU
dr T
(3)
And for the plane parallel case, the Eq. (2) can ho written out formally by 
dropping out the second term on the right hand side of (1) and that in the 
Eq. (129) of Radiative Transfer, p. 366.
d
dr
d
dr
=  —kp^aijUili
(4)
In the case of the first approximation ==1 =  J and —» =  —
\/3
The boundary conditions under which the equation is to bo solved are the follow­
ing :
(1) At the inner boundary of the atmosphere denoted by r — the out­
ward intensity is very strong in comparison with the inward intensity.
(2) At the outer iKnmdary of the atmosphere denoted by r =  B, there is 
no ineidont radiation from outside {l_i is zero).
The solution of the first of Eqs. (3) yields
■P’02 -P’ — — 2‘ , where Fq is a constant.
Hence =  VL3 “^ 0 
2 '7 *
The second of Eq. (3) solves as 
1 d
3 dr (I n + I -i )
kp
(5)
d’H
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where A is constant, and this can bo determined by the boundary condition (1)
At r =  ii, the outer boundary of the atmospher|
... (7)
ro
B .] R
J , 4 ^ 2 ^ " !  r* r. ^
... (8)
V 3  Fo 3
2 r/ N ro
( )^
In the plane case, we can proceed in the s|bilar way. The solution of the 
first o f the Eq. (4)
S  2-^ " I  5 . . .  (10)
where F0 and have the same meaning as before. The flux is constant in the 
plane parallel case
T ^  ^0^-1 -  -2 ^^ 2
Tlie second o f Eqs. (4) yields
Using the boundary condition (1)
(11)
( 12)
Fo 3 
2
F  0
V -
J hpdr 
ro
(13)
2
B B
( ro
kpdr +  I I
r
(14)
Then from the boundary condition (2), the incident radiation from outside at 
the outer boundary o f the atmosphere may be taken to be zero
( / « v . »  =  4 0 - l ^ f V  ■ - w
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In the astrophysical context, hp is generally taken to vary as an inverse 
power of r (greater than unity)
Jcp =  where (7 is a constant (16)
The optical thickness r, measured from r == 5  inwards is given by
I Jcpdr f J ________L I ... (17)
'  -  -  1 ... (18)
i.e., T =  Tj denotes the photosphoric surface at r — Tq. When == 2, the emer­
gent intensity (J+i)h for fbe spherical and the plane case is given by the two 
Eqns. (19) and (20).
For the spherical case
1
and for the plane case
w
(1— v/3Ti)
(19)
(20)
(/+,)r^o £s^rical) _  , , f  / „ _  r„ _  r„*\1
(/+;)r-o" (plaiiej “  ^  Lv5(l—v/3ti) B ^ )  \
The term within box bracket is obviously the term which arise from the 
curvature o f the atmosphere and can be called sphericity correction in the present 
approximation for w == 2. The value of correction for different values of optical
thickness corresponding to several values —— are shown below in Table I.
0^
The results are shown in Fig. 1,
In the similar way, it can be shown that for n =  3, the equation corres­
ponding to (21) turns out to be
(J-n)T-o(q>h^rioal) _  f y g ri /
(/+i)r-o(pi««ie) ^  L 2 ( i - v i r , )  \ ;  J •**
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The values o f the correction, terms within box bracket in the present approxi* 
mation for w- =  3 are noted below for different values o f and in
Table II.
TABLE I ’
r ,\ ? z r ?
\ro 0.25 0.50 1.00 2.00 4.00
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.01 0.003 0.003 0.007 0.009 0.010
0.025 0.008 0.013 0.019 0.023 0.026
0.050 0.018 0.028 0.037 0.047 0.056
0.10 0.0.39 0.062 0.p87 0.098 0.123
0.15 0.006 0.104 0.146 0.182 0.206
0.20 0.099 0.157 0.221 0.275 0.311
TABLE n
\  To
\
0.25 0.50 1.00 2.00 4.00
0 0 0 0 0 0
0.01 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.008
•0.025 0.008 0.011 0.017 0.020 0.021
0.05 0.017 0.025 0.033 0.040 0.046
0.10 0.038 0.055 0.078 0.084 0.101
0.15 0.064 0.093 0.131 0.156 0.168
0.20 0.095 0.140 0.199 0.236 0.254
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The results are shown in Fig. 2.
From the graphs it is clear that there is no common region o f applicability 
for the equation of transfer in the piano-parallel and the spherically symmetric
case. As is physically expected, for any particular r ,^ the smaller value o f 
R—r0 , the smaller will be the magnitude of the correction term; and for any 
R Tvalue o f —— , the smaller the value of the less significant will be the correc­
tion term.
In conclusion, the author takes pleasure in recording his gratitude to Prof.
N. R. Sen for the benefit o f disoiffesion at the initial stage of the preparation of 
the paper and to Monsieur Spite o f Laboratoire d'Astronomie, Lille, France for 
some active suggestions.
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